Magnesium in the Human Body

Magnesium (Mg) is the 4th most abundant cation in the human body. The majority of it is found intracellularly, more than half in bone, about a third in muscle, and the remaining in soft tissue and extracellular fluid (Figure 1). Magnesium is found in the diet from a variety of sources: green leafy vegetables (Mg is found in chlorophyll), nuts and seeds, fruits, yogurt, and unrefined grains such as wheat and oatmeal. It is absorbed in the gut and excreted by the kidneys. Even though it is found in a wide variety of foods, much of it is lost during processing, and the Mg content of fruits and vegetables has decreased by 20-30% over the past 60 years. Thus it is estimated that up to 60% of healthy adults do not get the recommended amount of Mg in their diet.\(^1\) Although only about 1% of total Mg is located extracellularly, this is an extremely important fraction, as Mg is involved in a multitude of physiologic processes (Table 1), many of which are critical to overall health, including cardiac conduction and contractility, energy production, ion transport, and coagulation.

Table 1: Some physiologic functions of Mg

- Ionized Magnesium Does Not Always Correlate With Total Magnesium
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The portion of extracellular Mg that is physiologically active in these processes is ionized Mg (iMg). Mg in serum is found in 3 states: Protein bound (20-30%), complexed with anions (5-15%), and ionized (55-70%) (Figure 2). Because the amount of bound or complexed Mg can vary significantly, especially in illness, the iMg can vary in an unpredictable way. Conventional laboratory testing typically only measures total serum Mg (tMg), which is often not reflective of iMg. Unlike ionized calcium, which is commonly measured and which is also readily calculated from the total calcium and albumin levels, iMg is neither commonly measured nor easily calculated.[2] In particular, patients in the ICU, perioperative patients, extremes of age (elderly or neonatal), and those with chronic kidney disease can have significant variation in their iMg levels without much change in tMg, or vice versa. This variability can be due to changes in serum protein levels, or the variability of anions in the blood which would cause the iMg level to fluctuate. In a study from Sweden, 25% of patients in the ICU had low iMg despite a normal tMg, and 9% had a high iMg in the presence of a normal tMg (Figure 3).[3]

In another study looking at ICU patients, 30% of tMg measurements did not correlate with iMg; the majority of low tMg were false negatives, potentially leading to over-supplementation with Mg and running up laboratory costs (Figure 4).[4] Other studies have shown similar findings of a 30% discrepancy between tMg and iMg.[5] The authors of this study commented, “Reliable concentrations of serum ionized magnesium can be obtained only by direct measurement and not by calculation from serum total magnesium and albumin.”[5] Thus, it is safe to say that tMg is not reflective of iMg in approximately one-third of patients, and for accurate assessment of functional Mg the iMg is the preferred analyte to measure, especially in critically ill patients. There seems to be no easy way to calculate iMg from tMg.

The data presented above deals with hospitalized patients, but a recent study evaluated healthy individuals following an oral Mg supplement. That study found that iMg was a more sensitive marker for evaluating the acute rise of Mg after oral intake, and the study is expanding to a larger randomized, controlled trial.[6] In this group, iMg but not tMg rose following oral ingestion of Mg. “we demonstrated the superiority of concentrations of iMg2+ in blood, compared to concentrations of total magnesium in serum and total urine magnesium content, as a rapid and sensitive measure of dietary intake of magnesium in healthy humans. The finding that a single dose of 300 mg of magnesium can alter iMg2+, but not total magnesium, suggests that the iMg2+ method is more sensitive.”[6]

**Consequences of Dysmagnesemia**

Hypomagnesemia (usually due to inadequate dietary intake) is more prevalent than hypermagnesemia because the kidneys are very good at excreting Mg until creatinine clearance drops below 10 mL/min.[7] The consequences of disordered magnesium, either hypo or hyper, can be significant. Since it is involved in numerous physiologic processes, it can affect many systems. One of the most serious and potentially life-threatening complications of hypomagnesemia is cardiac arrhythmias, due to abnormal conduction and contractility of the heart. In the acute setting,
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hypomagnesemia can also result in seizures, muscle cramps, migraine headaches, and secondary
abnormalities of other electrolytes such as potassium, sodium, and calcium.\cite{1} Hypermagnesemia is
seen in people with severe chronic kidney disease, can be seen in people taking medications with
magnesium (typically laxatives), and can cause flushing, bradycardia, hypotension, respiratory
depression, and muscle weakness.\cite{1} Magnesium infusions are also used for treating pregnant
women in pre-term labor, where tMg levels are typically closely monitored.\cite{8} Low iMg but not tMg has
also been shown to be a risk factor for preeclampsia, which again suggests that iMg is the preferred
analyte to measure.\cite{9}

There is a significant amount of data to support the fact that either hyper- or hypomagnesemia can
affect outcomes. Most studies evaluating outcomes related to Mg have studied tMg, not iMg. One
study that did evaluate iMg in ICU patients found that development of ionized hypomagnesemia was
an independent predictor of mortality.\cite{10} Additionally, the study found a poor correlation between
tMg and iMg, with up to 85% of patients with low tMg having normal iMg.\cite{10} In a large study from the
Mayo Clinic, over 280,000 patients were retrospectively evaluated, and it was found that patients with
a tMg of < 1.7 or > 2.3 had a higher all-cause mortality than those with a normal tMg on admission.
Patients with normal tMg had fewer cardiac arrhythmias and fewer days on the ventilator.\cite{11} In an
analysis of over 3500 patients enrolled in the Dallas Heart Study, hypomagnesemia (tMg) was found
to be an independent predictor of mortality: for every 0.2 mg/dL drop in tMg, there was a 20-40%
increase in all-cause mortality in patients with and without chronic kidney disease (CKD) (Figure
5).\cite{12}
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\caption{All-cause mortality related to tMg in patients with and without CKD [12] SMg, serum magnesium}
\end{figure}

A large meta-analysis also found an inverse correlation between tMg levels and cardiovascular
disease, with a 30% decrease in risk for every 0.2 mmol/L rise in tMg.\cite{13} The Atherosclerosis Risk in
Communities study, a large population-based study, found a link between low tMg and CKD, with
lower tMg levels predicting a higher risk of CKD and ESRD (Figure 6).\cite{14}
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\caption{Risk of CKD (top) and ESRD (bottom) based on tMg quartile [14]}
\end{figure}

The exact mechanisms by which hypomagnesemia causes increased morbidity and mortality remain
to be fully elucidated, but many sound theories have been proposed. Given the nature of Mg’s role in
multiple physiologic processes, there are likely several pathways, and they can be broken down into
acute and chronic effects. In terms of the acute effects, cardiac arrhythmias due to an altered
electrochemical environment likely play a big role in sudden death.\cite{15} An additional acute negative
event relates to hypomagnesemia in patients with acute infections or sepsis. It has been observed
that ICU patients with sepsis and low iMg or tMg have a higher mortality.\cite{10, 16} This could be due to a
more aggressive cytokine storm, as Mg is known to play a role in attenuating cytokine production,
particularly IL-1, IL-6, and TNF.\cite{1, 10, 12, 17, 18} The common thread of the chronic effects is
hypomagnesemia’s role in promoting atherosclerotic changes, which can affect numerous organ
systems. Low Mg can accelerate the development of atherosclerosis by several avenues:

- Endothelial cell dysfunction. It is known that low Mg has an inhibitory effect on endothelial cell
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proliferation, which can lead to thrombotic or inflammatory changes in arteries.[19]

- Vascular smooth-muscle calcification. Mg deficiency promotes formation of hydroxyapatite crystals, which can lead to calcification of smooth muscle in arteries, a hallmark of atherosclerosis.[20, 21] It may also mediate calcification by its effect on membrane transport of calcium.[22]

- Hypercoagulability. Magnesium is known to inhibit platelet aggregation, thus low Mg may lead to a thrombotic state.[23]

- Increased inflammation. It is well-known that inflammation plays a role in the development and progression of atherosclerotic plaques.[24]

These findings are reinforced by a study done in hemodialysis patients in Japan.[25] In over 140,000 dialysis patients, both high and low Mg were predictors of mortality (Figure 7). Although elevated Mg was not an independent predictor, low Mg was a significant and concentration-dependent predictor of mortality from cardiovascular disease and mortality due to infection.[25] “The major finding of our study is that a lower serum Mg level was a significant and independent predictor of CVD mortality among chronic hemodialysis patients. We also found a significant association between hypomagnesemia and non-CVD mortality, especially deaths from infection.”[25]

![Figure 7: All-cause mortality related to tMg in a cohort of dialysis patients][25]

Although these data all show correlation, they do not necessarily prove causation. It is possible that low Mg is an epiphenomenon, or a consequence of the illness, but based on what we know about the physiology of Mg it seems likely that it is at least partially responsible. Several studies suggest this to be the case. In the Framingham Heart Study cohort, patients with a higher dietary intake of Mg had significantly lower rates of coronary artery calcification and aortic calcification.[26] In dialysis patients, using a high-Mg dialysate keeps iMg levels in the normal to slightly elevated range.[27, 28] Hypomagnesemia can be a problem for dialysis patients because foods rich in Mg are also generally rich in potassium. Recently, an effort has been made to keep Mg on the high-normal side in dialysis patients by using high-Mg dialysate. A preliminary study evaluating a cohort of these patients in Germany showed that patients in the high-Mgdialysate group had a significantly higher iMg, and had a significantly lower all-cause and cardiovascular 3-year mortality (14.5% vs 0% after adjusting for age and comorbidities).[28] (Figure 8) These studies, and similar ones[29] suggest that maintaining a Mg level on the high-normal to slightly elevated side is beneficial for overall health.

![Figure 8: Mortality by Mg dialysate concentration][28]

**Summary**

- Magnesium is an important electrolyte which plays a key role in numerous physiologic activities.

- Most of the body’s magnesium resides in muscle and bone, with only about 1% in the extracellular space.

- This 1% of extracellular magnesium is critically important for maintaining homeostasis in many critical systems including ion transport, inflammation, muscle function, cardiac function, cell signaling, neurologic function, and coagulation.

- The physiologically active form of magnesium is the ionized fraction, which can vary widely from...
The physiologically active form of magnesium is the ionized fraction, which can vary widely from person to person and generally represents 55-70% of the extracellular magnesium.

- Most analyzers measure total magnesium rather than ionized magnesium, but total magnesium does not accurately represent ionized magnesium in roughly one-third of individuals.

- There is no accurate formula for converting total magnesium to ionized magnesium thus it is critically important to measure ionized magnesium to assess magnesium status, especially in critically ill patients, patients at the extremes of age, perioperative patients, and patients with kidney disease.

- Both chronically high and low magnesium can increase all-cause mortality. Acutely low magnesium can cause sudden cardiac death and potentially result in a more severe inflammatory response to infection.

- Chronically low magnesium seems to play a role in accelerating atherosclerosis.

- Magnesium supplementation may help mitigate some of its negative effects.
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